1_. Let
be the class of all pseudocomplemented distributive lattices. Let us remaind (see [4] ), that the algebra dC = (L; + , *) of type (2, 2, 1) belongs to J8W iff satisfies the following identities: 1) Identities with + and • which define distributive lattices.
2)
x*x* = yy*,
3) x*(x*x*)* = x, 4) (x«x*r* = x'x*, 5) X« (x«y )*" = x»y*.
Let i. f . .. -for n^3 be the pseudocomplemented distributive lattices (Li; +, •, *) and let L be the cartesian product of the sets L^. We define binary operations o^, for (L1) x o^ x = x, (L2) x oi y = y x, (L3) x o^ (y o± z) = (x o± y) o^^ z, (L4) x o± (y o^ z) = (x Oĵ y) o^ (x oi z), To show that 3C*CHSP(OiTn) we will prove some lemmas. Lemma 1.
2. An algebra (X e sstisfiea the following conditions:
(1°) for every permutation p^1...,p|c of the set jl,2,...,k we have f.
.
Pi"" Pk (2°) every binary operation f., 4 (a,b) is associative l.j ,... Proof.
Proofs (l°)-(5°) are analogous to the proofs of conditions (i), (iv) and Lemma 3: (a),(c),(d) in [3] respectively. Now we prove (6°). Suppose first that k^ji.j}. Then by (L11) and by the assumption we have
Let now ke{i,j|* Since g^(a) = g^(a) we can assume that k= i. By assumption of the lemma and by (L12), (L13) we obtain
If an algebra OI belongs to Of* and if for ijij , e {1,... ,k-1 ,k+1.. ,n} we have y OjX = y o^x, then: Since the last expression is symmetric with respect to x and y we obtain equality (iii). The equalities (iv), (v), (vi) follow immediately from (L15), (L16), (L14), respectively. Corollary 1.1. Let e OC* and let a satisfy the assumption of lemma 1.3« If we denote x o^. y = x + y, 10^ = x»y, g^(x) = x*", for k = 1,2,...,n and i£ [l,...,k-1, k+1,...,n}, then 01 is a pseudocomplemer.ted distributive lattice. Theorem 1.
1. An algebra OL belongs to 3C*'iff 01 is isomorphic with a n-mixed subproduct of some pseudocomplemented distributive lattices.
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Lemma 1.1. To prove the necessity we introduce relations R^ (for k=1,...,n) in Ol e X* as follows: a Rk b iff f k (a,b) = a and f k (b,a) = b for any a,be ui (see [3] ). Prom (L1) and (2°) the relations H^ are equivalence relations, and by (3°), (6°) the relations Rk are congruences in OL . By the definition of relations Rk and by (4°) we have in U/Ry. the equality x o^ y = x o^ y for i,j€ {l,...,k-1,k+1,...,n}. Thus by Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 1.1 algebras (for k=1,...,n) are in fact pseud ocomplemented distributive lattices if operations are defined as follows 2. x* + x** = (x-x*)*.
Let {of-1 . . be the Stone algebras (L. , + , •, *). I lj 1= | | « t • X V/e define binary operations o^, for 3ny i=1,...,n, and unary operations g^, for each {i,j}c |l,...,n} in the cartesian product L.j * ...x Ln = L analogously to (a). We obtain the algebra (L; n|. {gj}|if3) {1 n}fi/J}) of type (2,...,2,1,...,1) which will be called the n-mixed pron-times tires duct of Stone algebras <£.., X¿f and will be denoted by n ® X*.
Let ua denot9 by 0 the class of all algebras of tl-13 form n ® «sr., X"e$ 1 and by HSP(iJn) the variety generated -417 -n A subalgebra of algebra CM. of the form 0 «5?. ,<£. ,... ,<3f i=1 1 1 n 6 J,, will be called a n-mixed subproduct of algebras <$"., (L17) g£(x) ok g£(g£(x)) ok gk(x 0^ gj(x)) = = (gk(x) ok g£(g£(x)) 0j g£(x o3.gJ(x)}, (for di{i,k}) (L13) gj{gj(x)) o^ g£(x o3 gk(x)) = g£(gj(x)) (for j${i,k}).
Proof. It is trivial because of (a) and (2).
Let us denote by the variety of algebras of type (2, By (L4), (L1), (L18), (LI4) we obtain:
Proa th9 assumption of the lemma and (L5), (1°), (L17), (d) we obtain: The proof is complete. Corollary 2.1. Let aei* and let CM satisfy the assumption of Lemma 2.2. If we denote x o k y = x + y, x y = x*y, g k (x) = x*, for k e {l,...,n} and i e |l,...,k-1, k+1,...,n}, than (X is a Stone algebra. Theorem 2.
1. An algebra a belongs to <>* iff 01 is isomorphic with a n-mixed subproduct of some Stone algebras.
Proof.
Using Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 we obtain th6 proof the theorem. Corollary 2.
2. An algebra (X of type (2 > ...,2 t 1 > ...,1). belongs to HSP(-£> n ) iff ot satisfies idenn-times (J^-times tity (L1ML18).
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